FCC chairman: Expand broadband to create jobs
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Even in these challenging economic times, there are bright spots of innovation and investment that can help steer our recovery and create jobs. Technology spurred the Industrial Revolution and led our success in the 20th century. Now, technology is spurring the Information Revolution and can power an enduring engine of job creation in the 21st century.

Earlier this month in Jeffersonville, Ind., I joined a coalition of companies called Jobs4America to announce the creation of 100,000 new call center jobs in the U.S. over the next two years, many onshored from overseas.

This announcement would not have been possible without high-speed Internet, also called broadband. Thanks to new broadband infrastructure, companies are able to put call centers in communities they couldn’t have just a few years ago.

Broadband is the indispensable infrastructure of our 21st century economy. Consider the call center business. It isn’t just calls anymore; it involves e-mails, live-chats, social-network communications, and transaction processing — all of which require high-speed Internet connectivity.

Twenty percent of call center jobs in America today are at-home jobs, powered by broadband. The ability to work from home provides new employment options for returning veterans, people with disabilities, and parents who need flexible work schedules.

Bring home the jobs

The at-home opportunity creates a powerful win-win scenario, benefiting both employees and businesses. Returning a call center to the U.S. from overseas can save companies about 15%, according to a study by Novo 1.

Already, Jobs4America has announced 100 new jobs in Newark, N.J.; 300 new jobs in Holland, Mich.; and 4,000 new jobs in St. Lucie, Fla., where unemployment is 12.5%. According to a recent McKinsey study, the Internet creates 2.6 new jobs for every one job lost. In addition, a new report by the Phoenix Center shows that broadband users are less likely to become discouraged by lengthy job searches, and are consequently less likely...
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to drop out of the labor market. These developments represent just the tip of the iceberg for how broadband can help revitalize communities and fuel job creation nationwide.

Blue Valley Meats, located in the tiny town of Diller, Neb., may not sound like a high-tech company, but broadband enabled this small business to sell beef online and increase revenues by 40% and more than double its workforce, even during the darkest days of the recession.

And because Danville, Va., has invested heavily in its broadband infrastructure, IKEA's first North American manufacturing plant and data center opened in what used to be a vacant mill.

Leading Internet companies aren't just creating jobs for engineers in our tech centers. They're also providing a virtual Main Street where millions of small businesses can sell their products. EBay and Amazon have created platforms for small businesses that support hundreds of thousands of jobs around the country. Groupon and LivingSocial, though each less than three years old, have already created more than 10,000 street-level sales jobs across the country, helping small business efficiently market and grow their own businesses.

If you unplugged broadband, you would send all these workers home and deprive small businesses of a vital tool for success.

FCC initiatives

While smart strategies to promote broadband are paying off in positive trends in the broadband economy, we have more work to do. That's why I've made broadband expansion the top priority of the Federal Communications Commission.

The first critical element of the FCC's broadband agenda focuses on the connections that bring broadband directly into homes and businesses. It's unacceptable that more than 20 million people can't get broadband where they live, even if they want it. Not only do those people miss out on the at-home job opportunities we launched with Jobs4America, but they also lack access to new job listings altogether, which are moving almost exclusively online.

That's why the FCC is in the homestretch of a major overhaul of the Universal Service Fund, an important program that successfully connected Americans to basic telephone service in the 20th century. Now we must modernize this program to ensure that every American is connected to affordable, robust high-speed Internet in the 21st century, in a way that is fiscally responsible and insists on accountability.

The second critical element of the FCC's broadband agenda focuses on the airwaves that connect your smartphone or tablet to high-speed Internet. These airwaves are called spectrum. As mobile broadband becomes increasingly vital to economic growth, we must ensure that spectrum supply meets the growing demand. Smartphones use 24 times more spectrum than a basic phone; tablets use 125 times more spectrum. Without action, we will see mobile growth choked by spectrum congestion, and consumers — both individuals and businesses — facing deteriorating service and needlessly rising prices.

That's why the FCC has proposed a market-based solution known as voluntary incentive auctions to free up new spectrum and meet our rapidly growing mobile broadband needs in this century. Congressional leaders on a bipartisan basis have supported this; now it's time to move forward.

Broadband: 21st century infrastructure

The third critical element is to continue taking actions to lower the cost of broadband build-out and accelerate deployment. An example is the "Dig Once" idea: When we build or repair roads, let's lay fiber at the same time, which would dramatically cut the costs of
broadband access.

Last century, building roads and bridges not only created near-term jobs coming out of the Depression, they laid the foundation for ongoing economic success by connecting communities and people across the country. Broadband can do the same in the 21st century. Yes, let's repair our roads and bridges, but let's also build the road to our economic future with broadband — especially when we can do both at the same time. And let's make sure that all Americans and small businesses get connected.

Our economy is not where we want it to be. But if we harness the power of communications technology, and unleash the creativity of our great entrepreneurs, there's much we can do to ensure our brightest days are still ahead of us.

Julius Genachowski is chairman of the Federal Communications Commission.
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What communist BS for weak minds!
After 3 years of Obama's mismanagement, lies, and failures, it is DAMM clear that Obama's 'Big Government' cannot create jobs.
It is clear that the FCC and other government agencies badly need to be de-funded and quickly.
ALL this is a backdoor ploy to take over the internet which will lead to government controls (based on the communist Chinese model), government censorship, higher rates, and email taxes!
This ALL should be investigated and the communist stooges like Genachowski,... should be accountable and be fired!

Big Brother is coming!

Why do we always look past the obvious? To expand all this broadband technology requires alot of energy. Yet we have had no real discussion on an energy independence initiative.